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What is peer review
for?

Getting the peer review
balance right
Keeping bad research
out

Letting good research
in

What is peer review
for?
• To improve research quality
• What are the costs of getting it wrong?
– Review too generously:
• Allowing low quality research into the literature
• “Why is so much bad research published?”
– Review too harshly:
• Keeping publishable research out of the literature
– Only half of biomedical research is published (though this is likely partly
due to incentives to publish only positive results)
• Inefficiency: increasing the burden on editors and reviewers when papers have
to be submitted to multiple journals before they get published

Science does not get better over time:
Average statistical power from 44 reviews of papers published in journals in the social and
behavioural sciences between 1960 and 2011.

Paul E. Smaldino, and Richard McElreath R. Soc. open sci.
2016;3:160384
“The natural selection of bad science”
© 2016 The Authors.

What is peer review
for?
• Note that peer reviewers have two audiences
– The author
• Peer review allows authors to improve the quality of their work
– The editor
• Peer review provides editors with the information required to make final
decisions on manuscripts

• Your review needs to address both audiences

Why should you
peer review?

Why should YOU peer
review?
•

You have an obligation to review if you’re also submitting papers to peerreviewed journals

•

The experience will help you write your own papers & understand the review
process better
– Critiquing other work
– Seeing the critiques that others make of the same work
– Seeing how authors respond to critiques (revision memos)

•

Reputational consequences

•

Exposure to the cutting edge of the discipline

•

(Future) possibility of direct professional reward/payment?
– “Should academics get paid for peer review?”

What does the peer
review process
look like?
Some journals provide a clear explanation of their review
process, e.g. Demographic Research

Peer review terminology
• Single-blind: the authors’ names are revealed to the reviewer, but
the reviewers’ names are not revealed to the author
• Double-blind: neither the reviewers’ nor the authors’ names are
revealed to one another
• Open review: authors and reviewers know each others’ identities
• Post-publication review: after an article is published, readers can
comment on it
• Transparency in peer review: all reviewers should see the outcome
of the peer review process, including editor’s decision and other
reviewer’s comments (whether or not the names of authors,
reviewers or editors are revealed to one another)

When should you
accept/decline a
review request?

When should you accept/decline
review requests?
•

Soon! Whatever you decide, reply promptly

•

Do you have the expertise?
–
–

•

If you are concerned, respond to the invitation and ask
If you realise after accepting the request and reading that there are some aspects that you do not have
expertise in, add a note the ‘Comments to editor’ box which explains those aspects of the paper you do and
don’t feel confident about reviewing

Do you have the time?
–

May be able to request extra time from editor before accepting request

•

Do you have a conflict of interest?

•

Journal/publisher reputation
–
–

•

Beware predatory journals
Journal practices:
• Journals should provide transparency in peer review
• Is open science important to you?: “Academic publishers make Murdoch look like a socialist”

If declining a request, be kind to the editor
–

Ideally suggest alternative reviewers (especially other Early Career Researchers)

What criteria
should you use
when peer
reviewing?

Some journals provide their own
criteria for acceptance
• Some have an explicit set of acceptance/rejection criteria
– Example: To be accepted for publication in PLOS ONE, research articles must
satisfy the following criteria:
• The study presents the results of primary scientific research.
• Results reported have not been published elsewhere.
• Experiments, statistics, and other analyses are performed to a high
technical standard and are described in sufficient detail.
• Conclusions are presented in an appropriate fashion and are supported by
the data.
• The article is presented in an intelligible fashion and is written in standard
English.
• The research meets all applicable standards for the ethics of
experimentation and research integrity.
• The article adheres to appropriate reporting guidelines and community
standards for data availability.

Some journals provide their own
criteria for acceptance
• Some journals ask you a series of yes/no questions about certain
criteria that the editors consider important – these may help guide
your review
–

•

Feminist Economics asks reviewers to rate the following:
• Does the manuscript make an important contribution to feminist economic scholarship?
• Does the manuscript build upon and adequately reference the appropriate literature?
• Is the manuscript clearly written and accessible to a broad audience with any tables and figures
clearly laid out?
• Is the manuscript’s length appropriate to its purpose? Are there an appropriate number of tables
and/or figures?
• Is the manuscript appropriately worded for an international audience e.g. with specific country
references and institutional definitions included where necessary?
• If statistical techniques are used, is the journal's policy on statistical reporting
adhered to?

But feel free to use other criteria if you think any are missing

What should you base your
review on?
• Roughly in order of importance
– Data & Methods
– Interpretation of findings
– Clarity of presentation
– Motivation/research question
– Literature review/framing of paper

What should you base your
review on?
•

Data & Methods
– Very important!
– Are data suitable to answer the research question?

– Are methods suitable to answer research question?
– Have they been conducted appropriately?
– Was the robustness of the results tested adequately?
• If there are some methods used that you don’t feel competent to comment on, mention
this to the editor
• Some journals now require that authors make data, or at least code from statistical
software, openly available and you may be asked to check this during your review
– Open Science Training Handbook

What should you base your
review on?
•

Interpretation of findings
– Very important but potentially fixable
– Do the data and methods presented support the authors’ conclusion?
• Are the findings
– over-stated?
– over-generalised?
– attentive to the limitations of the data and methods?

– Have the authors considered potential alternative explanations for their findings?

•

Conclusion
– Does the interpretation of findings provide a clear and convincing answer to the research
question ?

– Do the findings meet the aims and objectives of the study?

What should you base your
review on?
• Clarity of presentation
– Very important but also potentially fixable
– "the best reason to make results fully accessible is that your data will be
available for researchers conducting meta-analyses and reviews of the
literature. Then it is fully contributing to the body of scientific knowledge"
• How useful are your publications?

What should you base your
review on?
• Clarity of presentation
– Are the authors’ aim, data, methods, results and conclusions all very clear and
understandable?
– Does the abstract appropriately summarise the study?
– Is study population adequately described?
– Are descriptive data & sample sizes presented?
– Could you replicate the methods from the authors’ description?
– Do the results show all necessary output to understand the authors’ conclusions
(e.g. is sufficient statistical output presented?)
– Are tables and figures understandable from their legends?

• may be able to recommend that authors’ use supplementary
materials to include details which may impede flow or to comply
with journal word limits

High proportion of graphs in
psychology are not labelled properly
“Above all else, show the
data”: visualising differences
in visualisations across the
behavioural sciences. Human
Behaviour & Evolution
Society conference
presentation 2017, Gert
Stulp et al
http://www.gertstulp.com/Vi
sualization/Exploratory_data
_analysis_using_R.html?attre
directs=0

What should you base your
review on?
• Motivation/Research question
– Is this clearly understandable?
– Does it make a substantial contribution to the literature?
• A contribution does not need to be novel or original to be
substantial
• But the author should clearly articulate what the contribution is
» If claims of novelty are problematic, point that out

What should you base your
review on?
• Literature review/framing of paper
– Is a good summary of the literature given, covering important research in this
area?
• Are important papers/findings overlooked?
– literature reviews for empirical work do not need to be exhaustive;
only need to set up the study and situate it appropriately it existing
literature
• Is an appropriate summary given of existing literature?
– Authors may have different views from yours, but they shouldn’t
make inaccurate claims, e.g. claiming a gap in the literature where
none exists
– Have the authors provided a convincing framework for their study, including
theoretical framework, where relevant?
• Note that it may be problematic to recommend authors change the
framing of their study after they’ve written it!

What should you base your
review on? Final thoughts
•

Envision how the authors might revise the paper in response to your comments

•

Consider interdisciplinarity
– Papers in the human sciences should be understandable across disciplines: do the authors use
excessive jargon, make assumptions about the knowledge of their reviewers?
– BEWARE: different disciplines may use different definitions for the same term. Take care when
reviewing papers that you and the authors (and editor) are all on the same page
• For example: What is a theory?
– Could you make a better choice to either use theory or not, and to use it
consistently?“
– “a theoretical background is missing”
– “the paper is deliberately atheoretical”
– “needs much more theoretical work”

What should you NOT base
your review on?
• Results
– Not appropriate to reject a paper on the basis of null results
• as long as the study is sufficiently powered to detect an effect
– Not appropriate to reject a paper on the basis that results are inconclusive
• unless the reason that the study is inconclusive is that the study was sloppily
done
– Not appropriate to reject a paper on the basis that you don’t like the results/they
don’t fit with your pet theory

• Proofreading?
– Not your job to proofread, but recommend authors use proofreading or Englishlanguage service where necessary

When should you
recommend
accept, revise &
resubmit or reject?

Overall recommendation?
• Typical options (others are sometimes used):
– Accept
– Revise and resubmit: recommend if problems are fixable
• Minor revisions
– Probably only use where all your recommendations are suggestions
for improvement rather than requirements for publication
• Major revisions
– Reject
• only reject (at least during first round of review) if the problems are
unfixable

• (Note that journals are not always very good at communicating
exactly what their decisions are!)

What does a good
peer review look
like?

What does a good review
look like?
•

Brief summary of paper

•

Brief overview of your opinion on paper

•

Structure your review
–
–
–
–

•

Be constructive – you are “talking to” a colleague
–

•

Provide details of where problems lie AND recommendations for fixing these problems

Be clear
–
–

•

Consider dividing into: essential/non-essential recommendations, major/minor
Consider ordering points by importance
Distinguish between things which MUST be fixed before publication
And those which don’t need to be fixed/or are suggestions for inclusion/future
research

“I recommend rejection because ….”
“I recommend this issue is addressed because….”

Be polite and respectful!
–
–

Golden rule of reviewing: “do unto others as you would have done unto you”
• https://shitmyreviewerssay.tumblr.com/
‘Comments to editor’ box may be a place to express slightly stronger, though still
polite, views

What does a bad
peer review look
like?

What does a bad review
look like?
• Unstructured stream of consciousness
• Criticizes or applauds without explanation
– “This paper does not make a strong enough contribution to merit publication in
a top journal like XX”
– “This is a strong paper whose publication I enthusiastically support”

• The recommendation (accept or reject) is not consistent with the
comments
– Recommends rejection on the basis of (clearly) fixable problems
– Describes fundamental and unfixable problems, and then recommends the
authors be asked to revise

• Comments are narrow in focus

What does a bad review
look like?
• Is hopelessly unrealistic
– Demands perfection
– Demands the impossible
– Demands to see the paper that the
reviewer would have written

• Is abusive or sarcastic in tone

How should you
handle revisions?

How should you handle
revisions?
•

Don’t treat like a completely new paper

•

What if you find problems you missed first time around?
– Don’t come up with new set of minor problems which need to be fixed before publication
(unless these problems were introduced during the review process)
– If you do spot a fundamental problem you missed first time around, then mention it (and
apologise!)

•

Do pay attention to the response to reviewers
– These should list all editor’s and reviewers’ concerns point by point and provide detailed
response to each, explaining how manuscript was edited in response to the comments or why
authors have chosen not to revise the manuscript in light of these comments
– Have an open mind. If the authors did not address a comment in the way you asked them to,
consider their argument and assess the overall contribution of the revised manuscript

•

What if authors haven’t addressed a fundamental (but fixable) problem
e.g. conclusions still not supported by data?
– your call about whether to recommend rejection at this stage, but remember
the ultimate decision is the editor’s

Should you sign
your review?

To sign or not to sign?
• Open peer review is becoming more common
– E.g. British Medical Journal now requires reviewers to sign their reviews & posts
all review materials online
– Some open access journals, such as Royal Society Open Science & PeerJ,
encourage reviewers to sign reviews and authors to post review history, but
don’t require this

• There are pros and cons to both open and closed peer review. You
need to decide what the best approach is for you. Recommend you
seek advice from supervisory teams/line managers
• NB: regardless of whether peer review is open or not, transparency
in peer review is very important (i.e. all reviewers should be able to
see the other reviews and editorial decision for papers they review)

Be aware of bias in the
peer review process
• Biases exists in the peer review process, e.g.
–
–
–
–

Double blind peer review increases representation of female authors
Authors tend to recommend men as preferred reviewers
Editors, particularly men, tend to use reviewers of their own gender
Women accounted for ~20% of Nature reviewers in 2015; 13% in 2013

• Journals are now actively trying to combat such biases
– E.g. double blind peer review is becoming more common

• Try to be aware of, and avoid, potential biases (gender, ethnicity,
language, status, etc) at all stages of the peer review process

Managing peer review
• Recommend you keep a copy of all your peer reviews
– Outside of any editorial management systems

– Don’t type directly into editorial management systems!

Understanding the peer
review process better
• Make sure you read editorial decisions and other reviewers’
comments for manuscripts you’ve reviewed
• Check out review histories for papers published in journals which
make these available (e.g. BMJ, Royal Society Open Science, PeerJ)
– https://peerj.com/articles/512/reviews/
– http://rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/royopensci/3/4/160069.
reviewer-comments.pdf

Reviewing grants & editing
• Reviewing grants
– A grant is a proposal, not a completed piece of research, and should therefore
not be reviewed like a journal article
– Consider whether the proposal is convincing, whether the research team can
deliver the research, but don’t get hung up on minor details of methods or
literature review (the research hasn’t been done yet!)

• Editing
– Best to avoid til you’re experienced with peer review (have a permanent job)
– Ease yourself in gently by
• Editing for open access journals with large editorial boards, where you
likely have high control over which papers you handle
• Editing journal special issues, preferably with more senior editor/s

Next steps
• Putting this into practice
– Provide peer review for your fellow PhD students’ papers before they submit
them for publication

• Peer review for real
– Ask your supervisors to suggest you as a reviewer
• Ask them to look over your review before you submit
– Some journals suggest you express interest to relevant editors or sign up to
their editorial management system (e.g. PLoS One)

Further reading
• There are many online resources with advice on peer review
– From the Committee on Publication Ethics
• E.g. ethical guidelines for peer review
– From Sense about Science
– From publishers:
• https://authorservices.wiley.com/Reviewers/journal-reviewers/how-toperform-a-peer-review/index.html
• http://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2001/04/peer-review-techniques-novices
– From journals:
• PLoS One
– From academics
• From the point of view of editors: https://www.theguardian.com/highereducation-network/blog/2013/sep/27/peer-review-10-tips-research-paper
• From the point of view of reviewers:
https://violentmetaphors.com/2013/12/13/how-to-become-good-at-peerreview-a-guide-for-young-scientists/
– Has links to further resources

Reviewer
2 must be
stopped!

